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the dren command center in aurora, il currently serves more than 21,000 users at more than 100
sites, and dren is expected to surpass 22,000 users at more than 100 sites by the end of fiscal year
2018. dren occupies 50,000 square feet of prime office space in the u.s. army research laboratory's
(arl) 350,000 square foot high performance computing facility (hpcf) where it houses 50 teraflops of

modern, unified, high-performance computing and supercomputing resources. dren is one of the
largest hpc resources in the western u. meanwhile, the hpcmp consolidation project plan has been
vetted by dren's executive board and senior management over several years. the plan, which has
been in development since early 2010, has been designed to eliminate redundancies, safeguard

ushpef's investment, and align the architecture and services provided by dren with the needs of the
ushpef. the first iteration of the plan was presented at a dren executive board meeting in august,
2012. in november 2012, the dren executive board approved the hpcmp consolidation plan as a
requirement of the ushpef contribution toward this year's national high performance computing

modernization program award. the board approved all of the consolidation plan's milestone targets,
and, to the board's knowledge, is the first large civilian network to approve such a plan. for 2013, the

plan has successfully progressed to a second iteration, with the goal of completing an all-hands
process for the consolidation, projected to be complete in august 2013. this goal is a key milestone
toward a successful dren funding request for 2014. it has been a challenge to balance these goals

with other demands on dren resources.
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now, that's not to say everyone will be switching. if you
own an hd dvd player, for example, there is a limited

number of high-definition movies available for it. for now,
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almost all of the movies you'll be able to watch will be on
blu-ray, and the more hd dvds that go out of production,
the fewer films you'll be able to watch. but it's important
for consumers to be aware of the differences between

the formats, and decide which one is right for them. the
final hurdle is getting your digital video library onto a

computer. if you want to go the dvd route, get a movie
player and fire up your computer. if you want to go the

blu-ray route, you have to figure out which movies and tv
shows you want to watch, and make sure you get all of
them on blu-ray. you can do it manually, or with some
tool. at the end of 2007, the company launched a new

mac operating system called leopard, which is available
for download now. some mac customers even say they

will pay more for the privilege of downloading the
operating system. it is also preparing for the release of a
new machine code that will allow its customers to open
microsoft office documents via mac. this movie is going
to be an interesting one to watch, given that it has been
shot from a wide range of locations. the eso is providing

a visual celebration of what its 50th anniversary has
meant to europe and the world. this is our first time

shooting with the new, much faster camera used to film
this movie. it was used in many of the sequences shot in

the canary islands, the caribbean and the atacama
desert in chile. we needed to be able to shoot fast to

capture the motions and the changes in conditions. with
this, we were able to shoot at 10-second intervals. to

make sure we captured the action, we decided not to use
a split screen as it could have confused the viewers

about where the action was taking place. 5ec8ef588b
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